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Thank you for buying RaptorAI! 

This is the documentation for v1.3. Please contact me if 

you miss anything in this documentation! 

Documentation version: v2.11 (last edited May 20. 2017) 
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Introduction

 

Hello! Thank you for purchasing the RaptorAI package for Unity! This 

documentation was made to help you use the AI motor.   

How to use this documentation 

 

Using the documentation is really easy! Just find what you’re looking for 

at the table of contents on page 2 and click on it and it will bring you to 

the selected page. NOTE: This might not be supported depending on 

which PDF reader you are using.  

For scripting references, please refer to the source code. The code is very 

well commented and there are tons of summaries to look at. 

Features 

 

Flexible object oriented state machine (FSM) 

• AIController that controls states / state switching 

• AIState base class for creating states: 

• DelayNextUpdate function that delays the next update 

without using coroutines 

• AINavigator for navigating your AI 

• AINavmeshNavigator is included 

• Allows the AI to move on the unity built-in navmesh 

AI Senses 

• AISense class for flexibility 
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• AIVisualSense is included 

• 2 different techniques for spotting objects 

• Camera 

• Collider (high accuracy box collider) 

• Single or multiple linecasts for line-of-sight detection 

• Multiple ray origins supported 

Powerful waypoint system 

• Point-to-point waypoint routes 

• Complex waypoint systems 

• BFS search to find all possible paths between two waypoints 

• Easily find shortest path from waypoint to waypoint 

• Waypoint labeling in scene view 

Runtime support 

• You can edit almost anything on runtime 

And a few other features 

• AIDatabase for finding AI Items easily (AI Objects, Waypoint 

Systems etc.) 

• AIMemory for storing information between states 

• Settings and Global settings for setting multiple AI Settings 

• Change how often AI States should be updated 

• AITags for finding and differentiating AI’s 

• GizmoUtility for visualizing gizmos which makes working 

easier 

• Able to change colour 

• 3 different draw modes 
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• Wire 

• Solid 

• Both 

Getting started

 

Setting up AI 

 

Setting up the AIController 

To start setting up your AI, select the gameobject that you want to use and 

find the menu called “RaptorAI”. Click on “Create AI Controller”. This 

will create a AIController script on the selected gameobject. 

 

In the AIController script you will see something like this: 

(The Current State is now replaced with a label instead) 

AI Start State: The start state is the first state that the AI will use. This has 

to be set. This is a string, and you just type in the name of the class you 

want to use (as seen in the picture above). This will automatically add the 

script to your AI settings objects when the game starts. If you want to add 
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the script manually before the game starts you add an asterisk (*) to the 

end of the state you want to manually add. An example: 

 

AI Other States: This is where you specify all your other states (other than 

the start state). This will also automatically be added to the AI settings 

object. The states are separated by commas, so if you need more than one 

other state (3 or more total states), use commas. If you want to add one of 

the scripts manually, just add an asterisk (*) to the end of the string. An 

example of this: 

 

This would add the ChaseState and SleepState automatically to the AI 

settings object. The PatrolState would have to be added manually or an 

error will be thrown.  

Why would you want to add scripts manually? 

Normally, you would manually add the scripts if you need to initialize 

variables in the inspector for a specific state. This would not be possible 

using the automatic approach, since the state would be added when the 

game starts.  
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What if I use a namespace? 

If you are using a namespace for one or more classes, you would have to 

type in the namespace before the class string. For instance, if you had the 

class ChaseState in the namespace My.Namespace, you would have to 

type in My.Namespace.ChaseState. The asterisk (*) rule still applies for 

manually adding states.  

Setting up the AI settings object 

The AI settings object is a child of the AIController transform and is used 

to store all the settings (which navigator to use, which states to use, etc.). 

 

 

The AI settings object contains a script called AISettings. It is used to 

check if a navigator has been initialized along with a few other settings. 

This is where you would add your states if you’re doing it manually and 

also where you add your preferred AINavigator. You will get an error 

message if no AINavigator was found. This has to be added manually.  

And that’s it! You can now create your own states and add them without 

any hassle. The engine does the rest! 
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Creating States 

 

To begin creating AIStates, you must first create a new script. Then you 

must import / include the RaptorAI namespace. After the RaptorAI library 

have been included, then you can make it a subclass of AIState. 

 

If you leave the script like this you will get an error in the console saying 

that you haven’t implemented the inherited abstract members. This is 

because you haven’t implemented them yet. To do that in monodevelop, 

right click AIState -> Refactor -> Implement abstract members. Then just 

hit enter. If you are not using monodevelop and no such tool exists, you 

will have to fill in the abstract member 
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After that your script will look like this:

 

You can make it look a little nicer if you want to: 
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GetName () : Here you just return the name of the script. In this case this 

is “MyState”.  

UpdateState () : This is the function where all your AI logic is. You can 

use the function DelayNextUpdate function to delay the next update by x 

seconds.  

OnStateSwitch (AIState toState) : This function will get called by the 

AIController when it’s switching from this state to a new state. This can 

be useful if you want to do something right before the swich (like 

updating a position in the AIMemory) 

OnStateStart () : This will get called by the AIController when this state 

has been started. This can be useful for initializing a variable once for 

instance.  

Classes explained

 

AIBase 

 

The AIBase class is the cornerstone of all the AI classes in this package. 

Lot of the scripts are subclasses of this class. 

Every subclass of AIBase must contain the function GetName, which is 

being used in some cases (when adding AI Items to the UniversalDatabase 

for instance). 

Initialized AIBase classes will have access to an AIController, but you 

can access all the needed AIController functions directly from the AIBase 

script. Another thing worth noting is that the AIBase class is itself a 

subclass of MonoBehaviour, so they can be added in the inspector.  
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AIController 

 

The AI Controller is the class that controls the flow of the state machine. 

The AIController is the one who handles state switches, all the function 

calls like OnStateStart and OnStateSwitch. The AIController class is 

where you will get all your AI components from (like the AINavigator), 

and it is in here the memory and local database are stored.  

AIDatabase 

 

The AIDatabase class is the class that stores different AI classes and 

instances. Only instances of AIBase are allowed to be stored in the 

AIDatabase unlike the AIMemory, which can store all kinds of classes. 

AIObjects, AIWaypointSystems and AISenses will store their instance in 

the UniversalDatabase which is accessible from any class. The 

AIDatabase can have multiple instances with the same name (not possible 

when using AIMemory), thus finding multiple "food" objects for example 

is really easy, since they all have the same name "food".  

AIMemory 

 

The AIMemory class is the class used for communication between the 

different states for your AI. You can store any kind of class / object here 

(unlike the AIDatabase which can only store AIBase objects) and retrieve 

it by its name. You can't store multiple classes with the same name. It is 

however possible to override objects by using their name. An example of 

this: You have a Vector3 stored by the name "vector". If you then try to 
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store a Vector2 by the name "vector", it will override the current value 

and the "vector" has now 'converted' from a Vector3 to a Vector2.  

AINavigator 

 

The AINavigator class is the class that handles all the navigation of the 

AI. This class handles how you move through waypoints and how you 

move to a specific location. This asset comes with a 

AINavmeshNavigator, which will allow the AI to move on the Unity 

Built-in navmesh. 

AIObject 

 

The AIObject class is used for detection. Whether it's a static non-moving 

object (like food for example) or a moving object (like another AI or the 

player), this is what will be used. This package comes with an 

AIVisualObject, which is detected by an AIVisualSense. The AIObject 

will add its instance to the UniversalDatabase on awake if not disabled. 

AISense 

 

The AISense class is used for detecting certain AIObjects. The 

AIVisualSense class for instance is used for detecting AIVisualObjects 

(both of these are included in this package. The AISense will add its 

instance to the UniversalDatabase on awake if not disabled. 
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AIWaypoint 

 

The AIWaypoint class is used for referencing locations of waypoints and 

its connections. 

AIWaypointPath 

 

The AIWaypointPath class is used for referencing multiple 

AIWaypointPaths.  

AIWaypointPathSet 

 

The AIWaypointPathSet class is used for referencing multiple 

AIWaypointPaths. 

AIWaypointSystem 

 

The AIWaypointSystem class is the class that stores the actual 

AIWaypoints in the scene and acts as the ‘controller’ of the waypoints. It 

is in this class the path searching functions lie. The AIWaypointSystem 

will add its instance to the UniversalDatabase on awake if not disabled.  
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Worth reading (tips & tricks)

 

AIBoundsCollider 

 

The AIBoundsCollider is a component introduced in version 1.3 when the 

new collision system came out. It is a custom ‘box collider’ that is only 

used by the AI engine. This replaced the old system because the old 

system was bad for performance and you don’t really need more than this. 

The collider is now used instead of normal box colliders and the camera 

collider has also been removed. The actual detection of this collider 

however is highly accurate, but you are able to lower the accuracy if you 

wish to.  

 

Center: This is the center of the collider based on the position of the 

transform it’s on. This does the same as ‘center’ on the built-in box 

collider. 

Size: This is how big the box should be. This does the same as ‘size’ on 

the built-in box collider.  
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Rotate Around Self: If this is enabled the box will not rotate around the 

transform axis, but around its own axis. 

Camera Detection Accuracy: This specifies how accurate you want the 

camera detection of the object to be. If this is set to 1 the detection will be 

100% accurate and tell you that the object is detected if just one pixel is 

within the camera view. This is set to 0.98 by default, since 1 is not very 

realistic when it comes to most AI behaviors. The minimum value is 0.5, 

but the object can’t really be detected at all until it’s above 0.6.  

Show Corners: This will make the gizmo utility draw the corners of the 

box for you. 

Show Center: This will make the gizmo utility draw the center of the box 

for you. 

AIGroups 

 

AIGroups are not a class, but rather a term for certain subclasses of 

AIState. AIGroups are something you have to create yourself. The base 

idea is that you create a subclass of AIState (let's call it MyGroup). Then 

for your actual AIStates, you make them subclasses of MyGroup. Then 

you can create functions in MyGroup and they will be accessible from all 

your AIStates. To achieve this, you need to set your MyGroup class to 

abstract. An example below: 
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That was an example of how an AIGroup can look like. Notice that the 

class is declared abstract. To add a state to your group, just do the 

following: 
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You can see that the actual script is no different, except the fact that it's 

now a subclass of MyGroup. If you go into the "RaptorAI -> Examples -> 

Scripts -> AIGroup Example" folder you can see the two scripts above.  

AINavmeshNavigator 

 

The AINavmeshNavigator class is a subclass of AINavigator.  

It is included in the RaptorAI package and is used for navigating the Unity 

built-in navmesh system. It requires that you give it an NavMeshAgent as 

input for it to work. I would recommend that you place the agent on the 

AI Body. 

 

Max Sample Distance: This is the maximum allowed inaccuracy of 

finding a specific point on the navmesh. For instance: 

If you have a vector3 (0, 0, 0) and you would like to find the closest 

walkable point for that vector, if the closest walkable point for (0, 0, 0) is 

(0, 0, 5), 5 units (meters) away, it would be allowed to set that as the 

destination for the AI (if the Max Sample Distance is set to 5) 

AIPoints 

 

The AIPoints class doesn't do anything on its own, but is rather a 

reference to different points. It is used by other classes to do certain things 

(The AIVisualSense and AIVisualObject use it for detection). 
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How to setup the AI Points 

You start by selecting the size of the array that you want (how many 

points you need). You have two options when you want to edit the AI 

Points. You can either set the vectors in the list directly, or you can create 

some temporary gameobjects and add them to the "Apply Points". Then 

you just click "Apply 'apply points' to list of points" to add them to the 

list. The second option is better if you need multiple points or better 

precision.  

Gizmo Radius: The size of the gizmo spheres that illustrate the position of 

the points.  

AITags 

 

AITags are tags used by the AI Engine to describe different AI's. For 

instance, if you have a state used by a hostile and a friendly AI, it can be 

useful to have a function within the state that checks if the state is being 

used by a friendly or hostile AI. You can do this by checking if the AI Tag 

is "hostile" or "friendly" (it doesn't need to be those two tags, they are just 

examples).  
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AIVisualObject 

 

The AIVisualObject class is used for creating a visual object for your AI. 

This is the actual object detected by the AIVisualSense. Below you will 

learn how to setup a visual object for your AI.  

NOTE: The visual object can only be detected by AIVisualSenses.  

How to setup the visual object 

You can create a visual sense by selecting "Create Visual Object" from 

the RaptorAI drop-down menu. You need to select the AISettings 

gameobject before clicking this.  

 

 

This will add a child to the settings object called VisualObject.  
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Click on the VisualObject child and you can see that a couple components 

have been added. The AIVisualObject is obviously used for the actual 

visual object. The AI Bounds Collider is used for the actual detection of 

the object.  
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Name: This will be the name of your object. The AIVisualObject will be 

added to the UniversalDatabase on awake with this name.  

Add To Database On Awake: This will add this AIVisualObject to the 

UniversalDatabase on awake.  

Ai Bounds Collider: The actual collider that represents the visual object. 

This can be any unity collider After update 1.3 this can only be a box 

collider. The AIVisualSense will use this for detection, so make sure it 

fits nicely. It might be a good idea to set the bounds collider a bit smaller 

than the actual visual object, since the system is 100% accurate (if the 
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collider is exactly as big as the visual object the system will detect the 

object even if it's barely visible).  

Line Of Sight Type: This is the LOS (line-of-sight) type the 

AIVisualObject should use. The default value is "Use Visual Sense 

Settings". The other option is “Manual” which uses ray points. For more 

information about ray points, read the description of AI Ray Points below.  

Ai Ray Points: If you are looking for a more accurate system, you might 

want to add a AIPoints script to the visual object and assign it to the Ai 

Ray Points variable. The AI Ray Points will override the LOS (line-of-

sight) system for the AIVisualSense and the sense will cast rays from its 

origins to the AIPoints instead of casting rays to the bounds. To enable 

this override you will have to set the Line Of Sight Type to Manual.  
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Below is a picture with a sphere containing 5 ray points (and 2 ray origins.  

Read more about ray origins on the AIVisualSense page). 

 

Disable Raycast: Moves this gameobject to the "disable raycast" layer. I 

would strongly recommend that you leave this to true, since it can be hard  

to troubleshoot later if something goes wrong.  

AIVisualSense 

 

The AIVisualSense class is used for creating a visual sense for your AI. 

This is probably one of the most useful classes provided in this package. 

Below you will learn how to setup a visual sense for your AI.  

NOTE: The visual sense can only detect AIVisualObjects.  
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How to setup the visual sense 

You can create a visual sense by selecting "Create Visual Sense" from the 

RaptorAI drop-down menu. You need to select the AISettings gameobject 

before clicking this.  

 

¨ 

This will add a child to the settings object called VisualSense like the 

picture below shows you. 

 

 

Click on the VisualSense child and you can see that a few components 

have been added. The rigidbody is only used for correct collision (if you 
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are using one of the collision options in the Type dropdown menu you 

need this) Removed after 1.3 when the new collision system came. The 

AIPoints class is used if you want to manually set where the origins of the 

rays used in the line-of-sight detection. Normally this will be set to the 

middle. 

 

Name: This will be the name of your sense. The AIVisualSense will be 

added to the UniversalDatabase on awake with this name.  

Add To Database On Awake: This will add this AIVisualSense to the 

UniversalDatabase on awake.  

Proximity collider: This only needs to be set if you are using a proximity 

detection method (you can specify this under the Visual Type dropdown).  
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Visual Camera: The camera that will be used if you are using a camera 

detection method (you can specify this under the Visual Type dropdown).  

This will by default be set to the camera on the VisualSense object.  

Visual Type: The way the AI should detect visual objects. This is by 

default set to Camera. The different detection methods are described 

further below.  

AI Objects To Ignore: This is a list of all the AI objects that the detection 

system ignores. (if the AI has a AIObject in addition to the sense, add this 

here).  

Line Of Sight: Should the AI use line-of-sight? (If this is enabled, the 

visual object won't get detected if it's not in the line of sight = behind an 

object for instance)  

Line of Sight Type: The line of sight type that should be used.  

• Center Ray: This will send a ray from the ray origins to the 

middle of the visual object collider 
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• Center And Corner Rays: This will send a ray from the ray 

origins to the middle and all the corners of the visual object 

collider 
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Disable Raycast: Moves this gameobject to the "disable raycast" layer. I 

would strongly recommend that you leave this to true, since it can be hard  

to troubleshoot later if something goes wrong.  

Draw Rays: This will draw the rays in the scene view (showing the line-

of-sight detection) as seen in the two pictures above.  

The 2 different detection methods  

Camera: This will use a provided camera for detecting AI Objects 

Collider: This will use a AI Bounds Collider and is often referred to as 

“Proximity Collider” because it’s useful for checking the proximity of the 

AI.  
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What is the AIPoints class there for, and how do I use it? 

The AIPoints class is there to help you add more accuracy to your 

detection. Each point represents a ray origin. A ray origin is the point 

where all the rays are being sent from.  

In the two pictures above, there are only 1 ray point (you can see that all 

the rays come from one single point). Image of how the point is 

represented:  

 

Using 2 ray points + Center And Corner Rays bounds type (points are also 
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a bit bigger to better illustrate):  

 

Creating Waypoints 

 

To start creating waypoints, you need to create an AIWaypointSystem. 

You can create this by selecting "Create Waypoint System" under the 

RaptorAI menu.  

 

 

After you have done that it will look like this in your hierarchy:  
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The AIWaypoint class 

You can see that two waypoints have already been created for you. Now 

you can move your waypoints around the way you would move any other 

gameobject. To add waypoints, first select the waypoint you want it 

connected to and select "Extend" in the inspector.  

 

 

Now, if you want the first waypoint connected to the last one, select the 

first and last waypoint and click on "Connect" in the inspector.  
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It will now look like this:  

 

 

The waypoints also have two other "buttons" for cleaning / error fixing. 

They are described here:  
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Clean Lists (remove empty connections): If any of the connections are set 

to null, this will just remove those objects in the list. If you do not remove 

these, the waypoint pathfinding will not work as it should (because it's 

trying to calculate using a waypoint that doesn't exist)  

Fix connections: If a waypoint w1 has a connection w2, but w2 doesn't 

have a connection w1, the system will break and strange things will 

happen. This will ensure that this doesn't happen.  

To use the two functions described above, it's best to just select all your 

waypoints and then use them (there is really no point in selecting just a 

few unless you have a very good reason to).  

The AIWaypointSystem class 

 

Name: The AIWaypointSystem class takes a name, and this is what will 

be used to retrieve the waypoints. 

You can find the AIWaypointSystem in the UniversalDatabase using the 

name provided.  

Add To Database On Awake: This will add this AIWaypointSystem to the 

UniversalDatabase on awake.  

Show Names: If this is enabled, the name of the waypoints will be shown 

in the scene view.  
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GizmoUtility 

 

The GizmoUtility class is for simplifying the process of drawing gizmos. 

It's part of the Utility folder. You will see this class as a dropdown within 

other classes. 

 

How to use the GizmoUtility class within the components 

Draw Gizmo: This will enable the drawing of the gizmo(s). 

Gizmo Colour: This is the colour of the gizmo(s) that are being drawn.  

Draw Mode: The draw mode for the gizmos. List of draw modes:  

• Wire: This will only show the wires of the gizmos.  
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• Solid: This will show a full solid version of the gizmo. TIPS: 

Try editing the alpha value of the Gizmo Colour in this mode. 

That will make it see-through.  
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• Both: Combines the two draw modes described above.  

 

You can use the GizmoUtility for custom scripts if you want to, but this is 

not covered in this documentation. If you really want to do this you can 

look at scripts already using it. 
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Presets 

 

The Presets class is only used within subclasses of AIBase. It is used for 

accessing premade functions that apply for all AI types. You can access 

the presets by calling 'presets.[function]' inside a subclass of AIBase. The 

AIBase class must be initialized for this to work.  

Two example functions of this are CreateEscapePoint and 

CreateWanderPoint.  

 

CreateEscapePoint (Vector2 randomRange, Vector2 randomDegree, 

Vector3 fleeFromPosition):  

This function will create an "escape point" AKA a point in the other 

direction of the specified fleeFromPosition. The random degree is used to 

create some variation and not just create a line directly the opposite of the 

fleeFromPosition. The random range is to determine how far away from 

the fleeFromPosition the point should be. 

CreateWanderPoint (Vector2 randomRange):  

This function will create a "wander point" AKA a point in a random 

direction from where the AI body is.  

The random range is to determine how far away from the 

fleeFromPosition the point should be. 

Custom presets 

It is possible to create your own custom presets using C#'s built-in 

extension methods. By using this you don't need to edit the existing 

Presets class (which you shouldn't do). If you look in the RaptorAI -> 

Utilities -> CustomPresets class there are instructions on how to achieve 

this.  
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Universal Database 

 

The UniversalDatabase is a static instance of the AIDatabase class that 

can be accessed from any script (even outside AI scripts). To get access to 

it, just call AIDatabase.GetUniversalDatabase (it is also possible to 

achieve this easier inside a state by calling GetAIDatabase). 

 


